STAY IN THE LOOP

APD ONE  Skills and Techniques
APD TWO  Visual Design Prototyping
TD ONE    Workshop Introduction
TD TWO    Form Workshop
IXD ONE    Skills and Techniques
IXD TWO    Experience Prototyping
BFA ONE    Design as Emotional Experience 1
BFA TWO    Design as Emotional Experience 2
BFA THREE  Design Process 3
IDI        Form Basics

SWEDISH SAYING OF THE WEEK

Ingen ko på isen – There’s no cow on the ice
This is a popular saying in Sweden, which quite simply means “Don’t worry”

STÄLLVERKET VOTING

Last week the new ställverket presidents and members have been voted. This year Ställverket presidents are

Linnaea Silver and Jenni Toriseva

Notaries: Joakim, Agnes
Education-group: Jenni, Simon, Greg
Collaboration- group: Camilla, Ruben, Migle, Jost, Martina, Dimitris, Arash
Research-group: Doris, Shelagh, Regimentas
EHS- group: Martina, Anders, Fanny, Idil, Fredrik, Hannes, Maja, Jon
Party- group: Gabriel, Agnes, Jost, Viktor, Ruben, Ilteris
Decision/Strategic-group: Shelagh, Philip, Agnes, Joakim

No responsibility can be taken for this information and people are still free to join groups.
CARLOS TORRES

Visit the UID Facebook page!
http://www.facebook.com/uid

Tweet with UID with: #lifeatuid
Or follow us: @wozzop

Check out the UID vimeo pages: vimeo.com/uid & vimeo.com/ixdumea

10 words or less about yourself:
Curious, thoughtful, careful, minimalistic, complex, shy

Something most people do not know about you:
I had a Grunge band back in Colombia http://myspace.com/fockina
(B612 is my favorite song)

The New Black in TV / MOVIES:
You are ( not ) alone / You can ( not ) advance
You can ( not ) redo.

The New Black in TV / MOVIES:
Evangelion The theatrical editions:
You can ( not ) redo.

The New Black 5 in DESIGN:
Google X, Braun Clocks, I Fucking Love Science
Peugeot Design Lab, LEGO cuusoo

DORIS FEUERSTEIN

10 words or less about yourself:
Curious, meat eating vegetarian, dreamer

Something most people do not know about you:
Can't whistle.

The New Black in TV / MOVIES:
My Neighbor Totoro

The New Black 5 in DESIGN:
Hilary Cottam

The New Black on the WEB / Books / Magazines:
Book: Ken Robinson - Finding your Element

CREDITS
Thanks for your contributions.
Future articles & photos can be sent to:
wozzop@gmail.com by Thursday evenings.
We love hearing from you!!

Editor: Stephanie Knödler
Graphic Designer:
Contributions: Jimmy-, Potluck-, 5ItchyPenguins-team
©2013 UID

SINGLE SUBJECT COURSE
Tjänstedesign/Service design,
Strategisk design och roduktutveckling
/Strategic design and product development.
THE WEEK THAT WAS

WEEK 38

EXPERIENCE

FIKA TIME

PROTOTYPING
THANKS TO JOHAN previous ställverket president FOR A GREAT YEAR

STALLVERKET VOTINGS

STORYTELLING
OzCHI24 is an annual international student design competition run as part of the OzCHI conference. Since its inception in 2009 the competition has grown to attract 226 participants, forming 62 teams from 10 different countries. Students participating in the competition are coming from a diverse range of fields, including interaction design, human-computer interaction, computer science, architecture and humanities.

**Timeline**
- 21–22 September: 24-hour challenge takes place online around the world
- 8 October: Finalists are announced
- 29 November: Finalist presentations at OzCHI in Adelaide (Australia)

---

**THE CHALLENGE**

Design the future of email

On the 8th of October
the finalists will be announced.
Fingers crossed

---

**J³IM**

Júlia Nacsa, Jiaojiao Xu, James McIntyre, Idil Tunga, Madyana Torres

[blog](http://jjjim.tumblr.com/)

---

**POTLUCK**

Kallirroi Pouliadou, Marcel Penz, Siuyan Fang, Taís Mauk, Yedan Qian

[blog](http://uidpotluck.tumblr.com/)

---

**FIVE ITCHY PENGUINS**

Kevin Gaunt, Migle Padegimaite, Jenni Toriseva, Regimantas Vegele, Emily Keller

[blog](http://uidpotluck.tumblr.com/)
IxD ONE took part at the OzCHI24 challenge

Júlia Nacsa, Jiaojiao Xu, James McIntyre, Idil Tunga, Madyana Torres

MACRO PHOTOGRAPHIE
BY JOHN HORSTMAN

http://sinobug.tumblr.com/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/itchydogimages/

amo in spider costume
HYPESKETCH.COM

The page where you and others can share your work and hype each others sketches and at the same time make advertisement for your portfolio. If you get the most hyped sketch it will be published on the first page as that month top hyped. By a click you can easily share your sketches and others via social medias. So if your interested in showing your sketches and be inspired by others this is the place to be.

Show your skills online and Hype!